Abstract Our main results, specialized to unimodal interval maps T with negative Schwarzian derivative, are the following (1) There is a set C T such that the w-limit of Lebesgue-a e point equals C T C T is a finite union of closed intervals or it coincides with the closure of the critical orbit (2) There is a constant A r such that A T = hm,,^ \/n log |(7")'(x)| for Lebesgue-a e (1987) we proved that the canonical Markov extensions of 5^-unimodal maps (1 e unimodal maps with negative Schwarzian derivative) are either dissipative or (essentially) conservative and ergodic with respect to Lebesgue measure and that, in the conservative case, they have a finite or o--finite invariant density This classification enabled us to show that an S^-ummodal map has a finite ergodic invariant density if and only if it has positive upper Lyapunov exponents on a set of positive Lebesgue-measure In this paper we attempt to extend this result in two directions on one side we describe further consequences of the Hopf-decomposition We prove, for example, that for each S^-unimodal map there is a unique compact set C which is the w-hmit of Lebesgue-a e trajectory In the conservative case C is a finite union of intervals, whereas it is the closure of the critical orbit in the dissipative case This answers a question of Milnor (1985) Our second goal is to clarify which properties of 5^-unimodal maps are vital to the above results To this end we prove the existence of a nice Hopf-decomposition for a more abstract class of dynamical systems that we call regular Markov systems It includes in particular the canonical Markov extensions of multimodal maps with negative Schwarzian derivative (Blokh and
Introduction and main results
In Keller (1987) we proved that the canonical Markov extensions of 5^-unimodal maps (1 e unimodal maps with negative Schwarzian derivative) are either dissipative or (essentially) conservative and ergodic with respect to Lebesgue measure and that, in the conservative case, they have a finite or o--finite invariant density This classification enabled us to show that an S^-ummodal map has a finite ergodic invariant density if and only if it has positive upper Lyapunov exponents on a set of positive Lebesgue-measure In this paper we attempt to extend this result in two directions on one side we describe further consequences of the Hopf-decomposition We prove, for example, that for each S^-unimodal map there is a unique compact set C which is the w-hmit of Lebesgue-a e trajectory In the conservative case C is a finite union of intervals, whereas it is the closure of the critical orbit in the dissipative case This answers a question of Milnor (1985) Our second goal is to clarify which properties of 5^-unimodal maps are vital to the above results To this end we prove the existence of a nice Hopf-decomposition for a more abstract class of dynamical systems that we call regular Markov systems It includes in particular the canonical Markov extensions of multimodal maps with negative Schwarzian derivative (Blokh and 718 G Keller Ljubich (1987) showed that these maps have no homtervals if they have no stable periodic points ) In view of recent work of de Melo and van Stnen (1986) , van Stnen (1988) , and Nowicki and van Stnen (1988) there is some hope that also more general smooth maps (not necessarily with negative Schwarzian denvative) give nse to Markov extensions covered by this result In the following we give an outline of this paper
In § 2 we investigate regular Markov systems let X be a metric space which comes with a finite or countable partition S£ We assume that each D e $C is crcompact Fix a subset Y of X and a finite or countable partition <3/ of Y such that for each Z € "3/ there l s D e f with Z c D and assume that T Y-*X is such that
T(Z)e^
and T Z-> T(Z) is a homeomorphism for all Z e % Writing Y, = Y, Y n+X = Yn T~~lY n and Y^ = P U , Y n , one can consider T" Y n^X Let n = { Z o n T " ' Z i n n r^" " '^^, Z, e <3/ Vi}
Then T n (Z)e% and T" Z^> T"(Z)
is a homeomorphism for all Z e » , We call such a system (X, T) a Markov system Next we introduce a Borel-measure wi on X In concrete examples this will usually be Lebesgue measure or any other measure naturally associated with the metric structure of X Hence we assume that m gives positive measure to each open set Two minor additional assumptions are that m(Z)>0 for all Z e "3/ and that there is fc>0 such that cl (Z) is compact and m(Z)<oo for all Ze<3/ k The main assumptions relating T and m are (1) T is nonsingular with respect to m, I e there is a positive linear contraction P V m^ V m such that \ A Pfdm = ] T t A fdm for all Borel sets A c X In particular there is a measurable function g X -* R+ such that
1/g is the 'denvative' of T with respect to m (2) There is a positive cone $f c <#(X) containing the functions ^D, D e f , such that af (12) 2if is closed in the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets (1 3)
For all D € d£ and for all compact K c D the set {logf\K / e 5if,/#0} is equicontinuous
As P"f=l z^v P(P"~lf Xz) , it follows inductively from (1 2), (1 3) and (1 5) that P"feXox P n f=oo for all « > 0 a n d / e^ (16) or f x >0 
is dense in X, and if (s n ) is unbounded, then there is a unique
h, e S€, such that Ph, = h, , h, (x 0 Lin (1971) that this is equivalent to lim,,.^ ||P"/-J/d/i.|| = 0 for all fe V m The conservative, ergodic measure-preserving system (T, fi) is pointwise dual ergodic, if for the dual operator T* L\-» L\ defined by J if/ T*<t> dfi = J ty ° T ^d / t^e L*, 0 e L]J there is a sequence (a n ) of positive reals such that hm,,^,*, a~n x X£ =o 7'*' I< / > = l 4> df* /x-a e for all <f> e L\ (see Aaronson, 1981) We pause here for a moment to see how maps with nonpositive Schwarzian derivative fit into the framework of regular Markov systems and to discuss a first application of Theorem 1
Let U and V be two finite open intervals and suppose that F U-> V is a 9? 3 -diffeomorphism with nonpositive Schwarzian derivative, l e F" 3/F"\ SfF = ---I -I =£0
F 2\F'J
We denote by 3) r {U) the set of all positive functions / in T{V) for which \/yff is concave Misiurewicz (1980) 
, and an approximation argument shows that the same is true with 3)°( U) and 2>°( V) instead of 3) 2 (U) and 2> 2 ( V) Using another observation of Misiurewicz's, namely that SfFsQ if and only if l/v|F'| is convex, one can actually prove the same statement assuming only that F is ^' and l/v|F'| is convex Misiurewicz also proved that 2°{ U) is closed in the u c s topology and that if U has endpomts a and b and i f a < x s^< b Suppose now we are dealing with a Markov system where X is a finite or countable disjoint union of finite open intervals and where T Z^T (Z) has nonpositive Schwarzian derivative for all Z e °U Let
In view of the above discussion (X, T, m, 3€) satisfies (1 1)-(1 5), l e it is a regular Markov system Since it is one-dimensional, we can prove the following remark, which facilitates the application of Theorem 1
Remark 1 Let (X, T, m, X) be a regular Markov system with nonpositive Schwarzian derivative as described above If X, is an irreducible subset on which P is conservative and if x o e X,j, then for all compact K ^ X and all 8 > 0 there is a k > 0 such that K nX n is contained in the 5-neighbourhood of T~k p '{x 0 } In particular T has no homtervals (Recall that J is a homterval, if it is a nontnvial interval and if T" 7 is monotone for all n ) Proof Suppose the assertion is wrong Since P is conservative on X,, m(X,\ Y x ) = 0 by Theorem 1 Hence there is a point x e K n X , , n Y x which has an open intervalneighbourhood / such that x o i T kp '(I) for infinitely many k>0 Let U n (x) be that element of ^n which contains x, J =Pl n~»0 U n (x) Since A", is irreducible, InJ is a nontnvial interval, whence J is a homterval Since it cannot be wandering-this would contradict the conservativity of P on X, -it must be cyclic, 1 e T"J c J for some « > 0 (n minimal with this property) But then / contains a stable (possibly one-sided stable) periodic point of T with period n, which again contradicts the conservativity of P on X, (I want to mention here that Blokh and Ljubich (1987) actually proved the non-existence of wandering homtervals for maps with negative Schwarzian derivative) Now general interval maps with negative Schwarzian derivative do not come as Markov maps However, there are several useful ways to derive Markov systems from a given interval map and to study the map using the derived systems A rather naive, but yet fruitful approach is the following Consider
aeAT and X = [0,1]\K T , Y = X n T~'X For % (resp <30 we take the partition of X (resp "2/) into maximal open intervals Obviously T{Z)e3£ and T Z-> T(Z) is a homeomorphism for all Z e <3/, I e (X, T) is a Markov system The above discussion shows that Theorem 1 applies Let X d be the union of all those X, on which P is dissipative, X c the union of those X, on which P is conservative Observe that If T\ x , is dissipative, then for each compact L c X ,
he finiteness of the integral being a consequence of (1 5) Hence a>(x) nint (L) = 0 for m-a e x e X, l e <o(x) n X d = 0 for m-a e x e X On the other hand, if T"x e X d for large n>0, then w(x)c cl (X d )c X d u /C T Hence w(x)cK T for ra-ae «n n 2 O r% If x e U^o r~"Kr, then <o(x) £ X T , as TX T c X T and X r is closed Finally we must consider those x, for which T"xeX c for some n^O As X c is a union of maximal irreducible subsets, for each such x there is a maximal X, such that w(x)c cl (X,) We claim that there is even equality for m-a e such x Since T is nonsingular, we may assume xeX,, and by Remark 1, T\ x , is Lebesgue-ergodic Hence there is equality, and we have deduced from Theorem 1 the following COROLLARY 1 In the situation just described, for m-a e x e X holds a>(x) c K T or a>(x) = cl (X,) for some X, on which P is conservative More information about the sets io(x) can be obtained from another regular Markov system associated with a map T [0,1]-* [0,1] which satisfies (1 9), namely from its canonical Markov extension that we introduce in § 3 The dynamics of this extension are so closely related to those of T that Theorem 1, applied to the extension, is the key to the following refinement of Corollary 1 for ^-unimodal maps (These This theorem, whose final proof is given in § 4, answers a question of Milnor (1985) A similar result was obtained by Guckenheimer and Johnson (1990) 
n-»cx> n
where Z n (x) is the maximal monotomcity interval of T" containing x, £," is the collection of all Z n (x) for a given n, and m, is normalized Lebesgue measure on B, By A(x) and I(x) we denote the corresponding limits of the expressions in (1 10) and (111) 
For conditions (l)- (3) this is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3 The fact that condition (4) also implies A r > 0 was observed by Tomasz Nowicki (personal communication) We give its proof in § 3
The reader will have observed that Theorem 3 does not provide any information in the case A r , = 0 It turns out that a great variety of different asymptotic behaviours can occur in this case, and the full range of these possibilities is already displayed by unimodal maps, e g by the quadratic family T a (x) = ax(l -x) Therefore we restnct our further discussion to y-unimodal maps T of [0,1], and we write A T instead of A T1 Guckenheimer (1979) classified these maps into three types according to their asymptotic topological behaviour An 5^-unimodal map T has either (I) a unique stable periodic orbit z = T p z, or (II) an invariant zero-dimensional attractor restricted to which T acts like an irreducible rotation on a compact group (generalized adding machine, also called register shift), or (III) T is sensitive to initial conditions, l e there is e > 0 such that for every interval / S [ 0 , 1 ] there is some n >0 with m(T"I)> e In case I, A T <0, and A T = 0 if and only if |(T p )'(z)| = 1 In case II, A T = 0 by Theorem 3, since T has neither a stable periodic orbit nor an absolutely continuous invariant measure of positive entropy The unique invariant probability measure on the attractor (the Haar-measure of the group rotation) has entropy zero In case III there is no stable periodic orbit, whence A r > 0 by Theorem 3 On the other hand this case compnses all maps T with A r > 0 Any hope that all case III maps have A T >0 was destroyed by a counterexample of Johnson (1986) who constructs a transformation with sensitive dependence to initial conditions but without any absolutely continuous invariant measure and hence with A T = 0 Still one might hope that the following conjecture is true for each .S^-unimodal T there is a probability measure v T on [0,1] such that v T = weak-Inn,,..^ n"
1 YX~=o m ° T~k This conjecture is true in the following situations In case I, v T is the uniform distribution on the unique stable periodic orbit, in case II, it is the unique invariant probability measure on the attractor, and if A T >0 in case III, v T is the unique absolutely continuous invariant probability measure of positive entropy In all these cases \ log | T'\ dv T = \ T For case I this is nearly trivial, for case II this was proved in Keller (1989b) , and if A T > 0, this is just the Ergodic Theorem applied to the function log \T'\ In general, however, the above conjecture turns out to be hopelessly wrong if A T = 0 Reinterpreting Johnson's construction for our canonical Markov extensions the following is proved in Hofbauer and Keller (1990) Remark 2 
], if T has no finite absolutely continuous invariant measure of positive entropy
The quantities A(x) and T(x) measure to some extent the degree of unpredictability of the orbit of x, see Shaw (1981) for a discussion However, A(x) = I{x) = 0 for m-a e x does not exclude the possibility that each single trajectory is very complicated It only means that there are so few essentially different trajectories or itineraries that the amount of information (in the sense of Shannon) gained by realizing the first « symbols of a particular itinerary is of the order O(M) Indeed, Remark 2 shows that there are situations where m-a e orbit is generic for the same asymptotic distribution v T of positive entropy, and it will turn out in Theorem 5 that at the same time m-a e itinerary is very similar to the itinerary of c Another measure of the unpredictability of a trajectory -its algorithmic complexity K(x) (with respect to a finite partition of the phase space)-was introduced by Brudno (1982 Brudno ( , 1983 It is not based on Shannon's statistical concept of information but on the amount of information needed in order to construct an individual itinerary Roughly speaking, for unimodal maps complexity is defined as follows we fix a universal Turing machine whose alphabet contains the symbols L, R, 0,1 Following Kolmogorov, the complexity k(w) of a finite word w over the alphabet {L, R} is defined to be the length of the shortest word over {0,1} which, given as an input, causes the Turing machine to produce w and nothing else as output For an infinite L, /^-sequence W = W|W 2 H> 3 we then define the complexity K(w) = hm^oo /j -l fc(w, w n ) The value of K(w) is actually independent of the particular universal Turing machine chosen for reference, see Brudno (1983) Next, given a unimodal map T on [0,1] with critical point c, we define the itinerary w(
For a probability measure v on [0,1] define /"(*) as in (1 11) but with respect to the measure v instead of m The two basic relations between K(x) and /"(*) are (cf Brudno, 1983) 7,,(x)/log 2< K(x) for v-a e x, if v is a probability measure on [0,1],
(1 13)
We sketch the proofs of these inequalities in § 4, where we also prove 
(x) is of the order o(n) (3) If K(c)>0, then Thas sensitive dependence to initial conditions
As a matter of fact, the construction of Hofbauer and Keller (1990) shows that there are examples of maps in the quadratic family for which \ T = 0 but K(c) > 0 1 have no idea, however, whether \ T = 0 implies K(x) = 0 for m-a e x 2 Hopf decomposition and ergodic properties of regular Markov systems Let (X, T) be a regular Markov system as described in § 1 with g X -* U+ as in
Proof of Theorem 1 We start by observing the following consequence of (1 5) for each z e X and each compact neighbourhood N of z there is a constant c = c(z, N) such that c" 1 ^f(y)/f(z) < c for all y e N and
Let feWnLl Then J P k fdm<\fdm<<x and O s P ' / e J T n L l by (16) for all fc>0 Hence,
f£%nLl for all H > 0 Fix ie / and x o e Z e "3/ for some Z s X , , and consider any yeZ In view of (1 5), S n f{y) = 0 if and only if SrJ(x o ) = s n =0 Hence, if s n >0 for at least one n, then 0<hm n^cc s~iS n f(y)<<x> Next consider z e T~'y for some j > 0 and fix a compact neighbourhood N of z By (2 1)
• • J -
Since z can be any point in B, and since s n > 0 for some n,
for all ze B, / > 0 on X, follows by interchanging the roles of y and z As s^SrJixo) = 1 for all n, (15) implies that the sequence {s~xSJ) Xx, has nontnvial u c s accumulation points, and in view of (1 3) all these accumulation points belong to 3€
If (s n ) is bounded, then / = h m , ,^ s~'S n / pointwise and hence also u c s on X,, 1 e / Xx, £ %C As sup n S n /<sup n 5 n / < o o , P is dissipative on X, in this case So assume from now on that (s n ) is unbounded, l e P is conservative on X, By (2 1), 5 n = O(n) Our first remark is that m(X,\Y) = m(X,\T~lX) = 0, whence X, is maximal Let U = X,\T~1X As T is not defined on U, all sets T~kU (&>0) are
J u sup n S n dm < oo, and since P is conservative on X,, it follows that m( £/) = 0 Now m(X,\y co ) = 0, because X, is maximal and T is nonsingular with respect to m Let 4> be any u c s accumulation point of (s~'Sn/) ^x We saw already that <f>e9€ Now we prove (1 5) and (2 2) we still have at least one P-invanant u c s accumulation point <t> of s~*S n f)xx, (which is not integrable in this case) In view of our assumptions in § 1 we can find Z c X , , Z e <3/ n for some n > 0 such that cl (Z) is compact and m(Z)<oo Consider the first return map
x, where n(x) = mm {M>0 T"xeZ} As P is conservative on X,, n(x)<oo for m-ae xeZ and T z is m-ae defined It is routine to check that (Z, T z ) is a Markov system Restricting also m and $f to Z it is not hard to see that one obtains a regular Markov system with associated transfer operator P z It is well known that P<f> = (f> implies P z {(j>\z) -<t>\z, and since cl (Z) is compact and m ( Z ) < oo, <j>\ z is m-integrable Hence the above considerations apply to the system (T z ,4>\ z dm), and the ergodicity of this system follows Now the system (T, 4> Xx,dm) must also be ergodic, since \^J ks0 T k Z = X, mod m In particular, h, = <t> is the unique (up to constant multiples) P-invanant density which does not vanish on X, It satisfies Ph, = h,, h,>0 on X, and ft, = 0 on X\X, We fix the arbitrary constant factor by requiring h,{x 0 ) = 1 Then ft, is the only u c s accumulation point of (s^S n f)x\,, i e this sequence converges u c s to ft, = / Xx, Now the 'if part of (b) follows from Birkhoff's ergodic theorem, which asserts that «~'S n /-*0 ft, dm-a e L e t / = Pij/ -<jj T h e n / > 0 and £^= 0 P k f= h m , ,^ P > -i£ < ft, < oo As P is conservative on X,, this implies / = 0 m-a e on X,, I e Pij/ = ij/ m-a e on X, In particular, i£ = c ft, for some c > 0
Now suppose additionally that i / > e 5if Fix e > 0 and K c X , compact with m(K) < oo Because of (1 5) In the limit e^O and K/X this yields
by (2 5) -»0 as , which proves in view of (1 4) that (T p ; h, \x,, dm) is exact In order to finish the proof of (c) observe that for each k = 1, ,p, the system (T p ; h, Xx, (+ktmoa dm) is a factor of (T p ; h, Xx,, dm) via the factor map T k X hJ -> X, (J+fc)modp , whence it is also exact •
In the remainder of this section we prove some general results relating the existence of an integrable invanant density to certain growth-numbers and an entropy-like quantity of the underlying system These results are basic for the proof of the more specialized Theorem 3
For W c X and Ue<2t let n [W,U] = {Ze% Z^U and 3xeZ with Fxe W (j = 1, , n-1)},
N n [W]= sup card <&"[W, U], and (2 6) h*[T, W] = hm-log N n [W]
Finally, for a T '-invariant subset ft of X, let M7|n) = inf{/i*[r,n\*:] K^x compact} might be called the topological entropy at infinity of the system (ft, Tj n )
PROPOSITION 1 Suppose (X, T, m, 3€) is a regular Markov system with
sup Ce^" i(C)<oo Let F n X-»(0, oo) be a sequence of measurable functions such that r =sup{\ z F n dm n > 0, Z e <3/ n } < oo / / ft = T"'ft is such that (l) P is dissipatwe on ft, or (H) There is no m-integrable P-invanant density on ft and there is x o eft such that n<=ci(\j^0T-"x 0 ), then
lim -log F n (x)s h x (Ti a ) for m-a e xeft
We note the following corollary
COROLLARY3 Suppose (X, T, M, ffl) is a regular Markov system with sup C e ? m(C) < oo and ft = T"'ft is a measurable subset of X If lim sup n^x -n~l log m(Z n (x))> "x(T\ n ) or lim sup n^c o n" 1 logg^'(x)> h x (T\ n ) on a subset of ft of positive mmeasure, then T is conservative, and if ftScl(U n20 T~"x 0 ) for some x o €ft, then there exists a T-invanant probability measure /J.« m with dfi/dm e 3€, supp (fi) £ ft, andh li (T)>0 G Keller
Proof Let F n (x) = \/m(Z n (x)) or F n (x) = l/g n (x), and observe that \ z g~n l dm = J P"(xzgn l ) dm = J;t" T » z dm<sup C£X »i(C)<oo Now, in view of Proposition 1 and Theorem 1, each of the two conditions implies the assertion of the corollary • Proof of Proposition 1 We use the notation of Theorem 1 Let e > 0, 5 > 0 and fix KcX compact such that h*[T, ft\K]< ft co (7] n ) + 5 Remember that each / e 3€ is bounded on K in view of (1 5) Hence, if P is dissipative on X,, and if Z e <3/ f c has finite m-measure, then {J Jn^k P"xz) Xx,£% and X n£fc w ( Z n T ~"(K nX,)) = IKOX, I^ait p "A'z^'«< 00 , such that X n;a0^Kr , x ,(r"x)<oo for m-ae x e Z Since we assumed that there is some k with m(Z) <oo for all Z e % k , it follows a fortiori l i m -V ^nx,(T J x) = 0 f o r m -a e x e X , (
On the other hand, if P is conservative on X,, then assumption (n) of the proposition together with Theorem 1 guarantees the existence of an infinite ergodic absolutely continuous invariant measure //., on X,, and (2 7) follows from Birkhoff's Ergodic Theorem In any case, (2 7) holds for a e x e ft As K is compact, there are only finitely many X, with K n X, ^ 0 Therefore there for m-a e x e U n A N s , and since (/ e <3/ was arbitrary, this holds for m-a e x e A N 6 As m(fl\i4 Ng ) < e (see (2 8)), we obtain the assertion of the proposition in the limit e , S -0 In a series of papers, Hofbauer (1979 Hofbauer ( , 1980 Hofbauer ( , 1981a Hofbauer ( , b, 1986 constructed certain countable state topological Markov chains for such maps (called Markov diagrams), which admit the given system as a topological factor He showed how knowledge about the chains can be turned into knowledge about the asymptotic topological properties of the transformations T Inspired by Hofbauer's construction, we used a variant of the Markov diagrams (called canonical Markov extensions) to study Ruelle-zeta-functions of piecewise analytic interval maps (Keller, 1989a) The main advantage of the extensions over the diagrams is that they are locally smooth with the same degree of smoothness as the underlying transformation T We shall use these canonical Markov extensions (more exactly, a technical variant of them) to construct a regular Markov system very closely related to the given map T Let £ be the partition of [0, l] For k = 0 this is true by definition, and if it is true for some k > 0, then it must be true also for (c,
, where l / e $ ( M , / e £ This reasoning also shows that there are at most N +1 maximal irreducible subsets of X, one corresponding to each a, A. A. *.
Proof of Theorem 3(a) Let X,, , X p _, (p > 1) be those irreducible subsets of X on which Pf is conservative with a unique integrable invariant density h } , B, = L U o T"X, 0 = 1, ^, p -1) ^ B p = XXU,":,' % Then P t has no integrable invariant density on B p , and T^B J = B J for j = l, ,/> Set X J = TT(X J ) and B, = TT(B,) 0 = 1, , p), d/j.j = P n hj dm (j = 1, ,/>-1) By Lemma 1, the B 3 are disjoint, measurable, T-invanant subsets of (0,1) (modulo m-null sets), and for j = 1, ,p -1, fjL lx = «i| Xi and Bj = [J ns0 T~" r nX 1 modulo w-null sets In order to apply Corollary 3 we prove h x ( Tj^) s h x ( T) = 0 for all j The inequality is trivial For the proof of h x ( T) = 0 we need a result of Hofbauer (1986, Corollary 1 to Theorem 9) Let N n [W] be as in (2 6 
G Keller
Now fix e>0 Choose keN and C>0 such that N n [X\X ( M ]<C e f " for all n (3 10) We consider compact subsets K of X such that for each of the finitely many U eW k) the set U\K consists of two (small) intervals both having one endpoint with U in common Fix leN Then K can be chosen such that card ^[XVX, t/] = 2 for all U e $ <(t) and 7< / Subdividing the integer interval {1, , n} into subintervals of length / (the last one may be shorter) and observing (3 10), we obtain the following estimate Taking logarithms on both sides and dividing by n this yields in the limit n -* oo
In the limit /-»oo and e^O we obtain h oc ,(T) = 0 Now Corollary 3 applied to (X, T) implies in view of Remark 1
A(x) = h5r-log|(T")'(x)|=h5r-log|(f n )'(x,(0,l))|
n^oc n "^x n 1 = hm-logg-1 (x,(0, l))<0 form-ae xeB p , whereas the ergodic theorem applied to the system (T,fij), fij = hjm, and to the function log \T'\ implies
Hence max {A(x), 0} = 0= \T P form-ae xe B p , and max {A(x), 0} = J log |7"| d^,= A \j form-ae x e B , , j = 0, , p -l /(x) = 0 = Ar p for m-a e xe B p follows from Corollary 3 I(x) = fc M (T) for m-a e xeBj (7 = 0, ,p -1) is a consequence of the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem and the martingale theorem, because £ is a finite generator for T
h^iT) = h^(T, {) = -hm -log f i J (Z n (x))+ hm -log^±(x)
n^x n n^x n dm = hm-log m(Z n (x)) foru-ae and as B, = U n 2 o T"X J , the same is true for m-ae x e B , The identity h^(T) = J log 1T'\ dfij is the Rohhn formula, and m,(Z) log m,(Z) = -I -log m,(Z n (x)) (x)</m,(x) = A Mj (r,f) as«->oo, because the sequence (n" 1 log m,(Z n (x))) n>0 is uniformly integrable and converges m,-a e to 7(x) = h^T, £), cf Lemma 9 2 6 of Krengel (1985) To finish the proof of (a) of Theorem 3, we note that
The positivity is a consequence of the fact that P l n a 0 T~"8ft is finite mod /ij (see Lemma 1 and Theorem 1) For the identity h^iT, f) = /i M (T) we must show that f is a generator for the system (T, /*,) Suppose this is not the case Then T has a homterval contained in supp (/A,) = TTX,, and a fortiori also T has a homterval contained in X } But we showed in Remark 1 that this contradicts the conservativity of P f on Xj Before we can turn to the proof of Theorem 3(b), we need some more information about the graph "^ = ($,-») for unimodal T The following lemma can be extracted from Hofbauer (1980, §1) In both cases, if ce V k+l , then r' c+1 c_ (k+2) = c This finishes the inductive proof of (a) (b) is an easy consequence of (a) and of the definition of $, and (c) follows from the proof of (a) and (b) and from (3 11) For the proof of (d) we use the structure of 'S as described in (c) We simply list all possible backwards-paths of length n in 8 starting at D R + l or £ R + 1 n = Rj + 1 steps may either lead straight down to V o , or there is some minimal m</i such that at the mth step back we arrive at some E R + X where i is such that Q(i)<j As
we have in view of n = Rj +1 where all sets in the chain but the last one are finite (By a finite irreducible set we mean an irreducible set which is the union of a finite number of equivalence classes Note also that the numbering X,, X 2 , has nothing to do with the numbering used at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3(a) )
If the orbit of c is eventually periodic, then $ is-finite, and it is easily seen that there is a finite chain of finite irreducible sets as in ( 3 13) In case (3 12), Pf is dissipative on all X,, whereas in case ( 3 13 Hence, either Pf is dissipative on all of X, or m(X\U n5=0 T~"X S ) = O In any case, p = 1 in part (a) of the Theorem (cf the definition of p at the beginning of the proof of that part) The rest of (b) is a consequence of the following Lemma, which is a slight variation of Lemma 3 6 of Nowicki (1985) LEMMA 4 Suppose T is Sf-ummodal and T"{c One way to realize this is to note that ciw(x) implies A(x)>0 (see Theorem II 5 2 of Collet and Eckmann (1980) or Theorem 1 3 of Misiurewicz (1981) , which is the original source) Hence, if m{x c£<o(x)}>0, then A r r > 0 by Theorem 3(a), and T is Lebesgue-ergodic on X, (for X s see (3 13)) In particular, nf"x comes arbitrarily close to c for m-a e x, l e ce (o(x) for m-a e x, a contradiction Another proof of (3 19), which does not rely on Misiurewicz's theorem, uses Lemma 3(d) m-a e trajectory is unbounded in the sense that it leaves any finite union W of elements of $t at some time (This is (3 14) ) In particular, for any n = R J + \ and m-a e x e ( 0 , l)x{0} there is k>n such that f k xeV n Thus, by Lemma 3(d), T k "x = nf k~" (x, (0, l ) ) e (c_ n , c_J As n = Rj + l can be arbitrarily large, c e w ( x ) for m-a e x e ( 0 , 1 ) , l e (3 19) • 4 Shadowing by the critical orbit For the proofs of Theorems 2, 4, and 5 we need some finer information about how typical trajectories of 5^-unimodal maps (typical in the sense of Lebesgue measure) are shadowed by initial pieces of the critical orbit During this whole section T is an i^-unimodal map and T its canonical Markov extension In order to avoid the distinction between finite and infinite Markov extensions, we also assume that c is not eventually periodic If it is, Theorems 2, 4, and 5 follow easily from the work of Misiurewicz (1981) or can be proved in a straightforward way along the lines of this section L e t £ = U^0 4 , + i LEMMA 5 For MeN and e >0 there are 5 > 0 and a compact set K c X such that (l) x,y€Ze£,, i<M, \x-y\> e=$\T'x-T'y\> 8 (n) xe V k \K, fcsM=>dist(7rx, endpoints of V k )<8 (in) xeE Ri+l \K, Rj + l^M^f'xiE (i = l, ,M) Proof Given M and e, there is 8 > 0 satisfying (l), because the monotone branches of T are strictly monotone Now the existence of a compact K satisfying (n) and (in) is obvious, since ce V R+1 for all j by definition, and since X<=E RI +I\K implies that f'x is close to the endpoint T 
This describes exactly in which sense the critical orbit is shadowing the trajectory of x from time cr n to time r n+1
The following theorem relates the quality of shadowing of a typical trajectory by initial pieces of the critical orbit to the classification of the Perron-Frobenius operator Pf
